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Abstract

We present a super version of D. E. Radford's theorem that the
free associative algebra as a shuflBe algebra is the free cominutative
associative algebra with a set of free generators consistmg of Lyndon
words.

ShufiEle algebras were introduced by R. Ree in [3], [4]. For applications of
shuflie algebras in free Lie algebras see, for example, [5].

Let K be a. commutative associative ring with the uuity element, K" the
group of invertible elements of A", G an Abelian semigroup. A mapping
e:G >. G -^ K" \s called a commutation factor on G if:

e{g, h)s(h, g} == 1;
^(3, 9)=±1;

£(5, /»+/)=£^, /l)£^, /);
^+A, /)=^, /)^, /)

foraU/, g, /i 6'.
Let also

G+= {g   Gl s(g, g) =1}, <?- = {^6 ffj ̂ ^) = -1}.

A ^-algebra A is said to be G'-graded if A = ©ggc Ag and AgAh C Ag+h
for all g, /i 6 G!. The grading function d is given by d(a) = ^for a 6 Ag.
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A G'-graded A'-algebra A is said to be s'-commutative if ab = s(d{a), d(6)) ba
for all G-homogeneous elements g, h Q G.

Let X be a G-graded set, i.e.

.Y=U^ . Y/nx, =0
fl (7

for all/ 7^ /i, ea commutation factor ou G. If 3;   Xg, then d(r) = g. Let
also

x+ = u ^ ^- = U ^.
fl G+ 3 G-

We consider the associative jFsT-algebra K[X] given by generators X and defin-
ing relations xy - e{d{x), d{y}} yx =Q with a;, y e X.

It is clear that 1 and the monomials xa^ . "x^y^ . . . yj, with a:,-.   A'+,
y^   X_, a;,, < ... < rc,^; y^ < ... < yji form. a basis of the free K-mod-
ule K[X}.

For a monomial zr" Zm, Zj   -Y, we set

^... ^)=E^-).
J=l

In addition, we assume that d(l) = 0.
The algebra K[X} \s the free f-commutative associative JC-algebra on X,

i.e. if A is an ̂ -commutative associative ̂ . -algebra and y:X-> A is a map-
ping of degree zero (for each homogeneous r   ^C the element <f{x} is also
a homogeneous element of A and d(^(p(x)) = d(x)>), then there exists the u-
nique homomorphism of zero degree ofe-coinmutative associative AT-algebras
4>: K[X} -* A such that i^^ = y.

Let S{X) be the free semigroup on X and S+{X} the free semigroup
without uiiity element, A(X) the free G-graded associative AT-algebra with
the set X of free generators. Consider the Abelian semigroup H = (NUO)I-YI
with the standard set of generators {x \x ^ X}. The miiltidegree function
m: S{X) -+ ff is the semigroup homomorphism given by m{x) = .r.

Suppose that the set X is totally ordered, and the set S+{X) is ordered
lexicographically, i.e. for u = Xf-Xr and u = ?/i ... ym where x,, yj   -Y

we have u > u if either .r, = y, for i = 0, l,..., t - 1 and Xf > yi or . r, = y,

for t" = l, 2,..., r and r < m. Tlien 5'+(X) is Unearly ordered. A word
u   5+(X) is said to be regular if for any decomposition u = a6, where

jl

I
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a, b E S+{X), we have u > ba (equivalent condition: it follows from u = ab
that u > 6). A word w £ S+{X) is said to be 5-regular if either u; is a regiilar
word or w = vv with v a regular word and rf(u)   G-.

Let V and Z be G-graded sets, V n Z = 0, vi,..., 'Ufc pairwise distinct
elements ofV, ̂ i... , 2; pairwise distinct elements of Z. We say that a word
w   .S'+(y U Z) is a s-shuffle word of the words vi . . -Vfc and ̂ r . . ̂  if

m(w) = ui + ... +VA:+^i + ... +2;;
Vl . . . Vk;1--1=1

1^=1
1 "1=1
lvk=l1 Zl . . . Z{.

The parity cr(u/) of the s'-shuflfle word w of words vi .. . vjfc and ̂ i ... ̂  is the
sum of all e(zi, Vj) such that z, is situated before Vj in w.

Let X be a G-graded set. Consider now G-graded sets V and Z, such
that \V\ == |Z| = \X[ (f(u. ) = d(^, ) = d{xi). For T., ,..., ̂  ' a?ji' . . . ' xj^ x
we define the e-shuffle product {x,, . . . rc.J*(^ ... Xj,)as the following linear
combination of words of the multidegree .r., + ... + Xi,, + x^+--- + Xji:

(3:;. . . -.r.J * (^ -. -.Pj-, ) = E o-(w)w|^.. =^., ̂ . ".A
w l^t=a;J'<' t=1'-'

where w is running through all e-shuffle words of the words u,-, . . . v^ and
2j, . . . Zj,. Taking l*u = u*l forall u   S+(X) and extending * on the
free G-graded associative algebra A(X) on X over a commutative associative
ring AT with the unity element by linearity, we define the e-shuflBe product *
on A(X). Then A(X) with this product is an e-commutative and associative
algebra.

One can define the 5-shuffle product * on A(X) m the following way:

l*u = u*l=u;

(xu) * {yv) = a;(u * (yv)) + e(y, ̂ )^(y, u) 2/((3;u) * u)

for al\x, y   X, u, v C S{X) (with the extension * on A(X) by linearity).
Note that A(X) is the universal enveloping algebra of the free color Lie
superalgebra L{X) (see [1]), and the e-shuffle product is the adjoint operation
to the coproduct in A{X).
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D. Fladford in [2] proved that in the case of trivial grading group the free

associative algebra as a shuffle algebra is the free commutative associative
algebra with a set of free generators consisting of Lyndon words. For ̂ -shuffle
algebras we get the followiug result.

Theorera 1 If K is a Q-algebra, then A(X) with the shuffle product * is a
free s-commutative algebra with a set of free generators consisting ofs-regular
words.

The proof is based on the canonical factorization of a word into the
product of s-regular words: if u   .S'+(-Y), then u has the unique pre-
sentation in the form wi . . . Wm where w, is an s-regular word for all i,
Wl ̂ U?2 ^'" ̂  u;m, W. 7^ U;j with c?(w,-)   G-.
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